BOSTON UNIVERSITY'S TERRIER TUSSLE V
Bianca Morave and David Smith, Loyola Combo Tossups
1)
"If you seek his monument, look about you," is the translation
of this man's epitaph under the choir at his most famous creation. Buildings
such as the Royal Exchange and Bukingham House were also erected from his
plans. FTP, name this man credited for much of the planning and rebuilding
of London after the fire of 1666, best known for St. Paul's.
(Sir Christopher WREN)
2. The first axis is for acute mental disorders, the second for personality
disorders, the third axis notes physical disorders, the fourth is an evaluation
for stress levels and the last is a Global assessment of functioning. FTP,
name this manual whose latest edition, the fourth, was in 1994.
CDSM_ IV; Diagnostic Statistic Manual of Mental Disorders)
3. The book of this prophet is a large metaphor for the marriage relationship
of Israel to God. He compares the Israelites to adulterous wives who worship
the fertility god Baal. FTP, name this prophet who was asked by God to marry
a prostitute in order to give a living example to the Israelites.
CHosea_)
4)
Two answers required. On August 1, 1995 CBS was purchased for $5
billion by one company, just a day after another company acquired Capital
Cities/ABC. FTP name these two purchasing companies, better known as makers
of refrigerators and cartoon rodents.
(WESTINGHOUSE, Walt DISNEY)
5) Born in London in 1660, this writer won the friendship of William III with
his poem "The True-born Englishman." An ill-timed satire early in Queen
Anne's reign resulted in his being pilloried, fined, and imprisioned. FTP,
name this author of the work in which the title character, inspired by
Alexander Selkirk, sees footsteps on the sand.
(Daniel DEFOE)
6. Aspartate, glycine, GABA, glutamate, dopamine, norepinephrine, epinephrine,
serotonin, and acetylcholine are the nine universally recognized of these. FTP
what's the name for a chemical that is released into the synapses of neurons
and stimulates neurons on the other side, thereby conveying neural information.
Cneurotransmitters_)
7. A Darwinian view on the rise of man is presented. A large monolith is
found on the moon at Clavius, a computer kills four crew members, and Ric
Flair's theme music is played in FTP what 1968 film by Stanley Kubrick.
C2001_: A Space Odyssey)
8. The United States recently stepped in to disarm a potentially dangerous
conflict in the Aegean between Greece and Turkey. Both countries claimed
ownership of a 10 acre islet. FTP give either the Turkish or the Greek name
for the island.
CKardak_ or _Imia_)
9. Charlton Heston has done it. Christopher Lee, Nicol Williamson,
Christopher Plummer, Edward Woodward, Michael Caine, and Roger Moore have done

it also. These actors have all played a certain fictional character, who never
actually utters the four-word line associated with him, but does once say
"elementary." FTP name this fictional detective created by Arthur Conan Doyle.
(Played Sherlock _Holmes_)
10. The only star of the original Broadway cast of A Streetcar Named Desire
not to appear in the award-winning 1951 film version of the Tennessee Williams
play, she has appeared in Fried Green Tomatoes. FTP name this star of Driving
Miss Daisy.
(Jessica _ Tandy_)
11. In the House of Representatives, you can see this symbol on the wall;
motifs of a bound bundle of rods surrounding an axe. FTP, what is this symbol
which inspired the name of Benito Mussolini's party?
CFasces_)
12. Its name comes from a term for "Stinking Onion." This city grew from a
trading post established by jean Baptiste Pointe DuSable. For 10 points, name
this city on Lake Michigan, home of the 1994 undisputed national champs, and
in which Ferris Bueller's Day off is set, and home of the Sears Tower.
CChicago_)
13. This American, acting on behalf of the U.N., arranged a cease fire between
Israel and its Arab neighbors after the War of Independence. He was also the
first African-American to receive a Nobel Peace Prize, in 1950. FTP, name this
man who was honored with a US postage stamp in the 1980's.
(Ralph _Bunche_)
Metalwork, Chemistry, Painting, Astronomy, Theater, Energy, Weather,
14.
Dog Care, Environmental Science, Pioneering, and First Aid. These are all
skillS honored by FTP what awards, worn by young men who live by the motto "Be
Prepared".
(Boy Scout MERIT BADGES)
15) It was discovered by the French archaeologist DeMorgan in 1901, and is now
in the Louvre. Its 282 enumerations provided for justice, but such that seems
harsh to us; for instance we would not execute the son of someone whose wall
collapsed killing someone else's son. FTP name this document, the basis of
whose criminal law is that of "an eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth."
(CODE OF HAMMURABI)
~t\-

16)This Stanford" graduate wrote for many journals, including "Time" and "Life,"
during his writing career. He is better known for other works, his first
short story success being 1935's "Tortilla Flat." FTP name this 1962 Nobel
Prize winner and author of "East of Eden" and "Of Mice and Men."
(John STEINBECK)
17)
This singular word is Latin for "work." Many composers have used
this term as a practice for numbering their compositions. FTP, give this
musical term also used in the title of a recent film starring Richard Dreyfus,
and which also names a flightless waterfowl.
(OPUS)
18)One of the oldest of the Greek gods, this son of Zeus and Maia was the god

of luck, wealth and dreams. He most frequently appears as a messenger or
guide. FTP, name this patron of merchants and of thieves, who wears winged
sandals.
(HERMES)
19)
Born in the Netherlands, as a youth this son of a clergyman preached to
miners. Ten years before his death he decided to become a painter. No word on
whether he had to tilt his head to one side to hear the miners' responses. FTP
name this post-impressionist painter of "Sunflowers" and "The Starry Night."
(Vincent VAN GOGH)
20) FQTP, at the beginning of a regulation game of checkers, how many checkers
are on the board?
(24)
21)
This newspaper is second in circulation totals to the Wall Street
Journal, with about 1.4 million readers. FTP name this newspaper produced
out of Arlington VA, known for its color-coded sections.
(USA TODAY)
22. He helped create the International Working Men's Association, which
continued until 1872. He studied at Bonn and Berlin as well as worked in
London, where he lived in exile, as a correspondent to a New York newspaper.
In 1867 the publishes the first volume of one of the two works commonly
associated with him. FTP name this partner of Friedrich Engels.
(Karl MARX)
23)
A native of Ohio, this man served as a major in the Union army
during the Civil War. In 1876, he was elected as a Republican to Congress
where, except for one term, he served until 1891. FTP, name this 25th
president, assassinated in Buffalo, New York in 1901.
(William McKINLEY)
24. In 1755, General Edward Braddock led George Washington on an ill-fated
march to capture it. FTP, name this fort, which is the site of present-day
Pittsburgh, and has a university named for it.
(Fort _Duquesne_ (DU-CANE))
25. Love, Christabel, Inscription for a Fountain on a Heath, The Eolian Harp,
Kubla Khan, and The Rime of the Ancient Mariner are all poems by FTP, what
English poet.
(Samuel Taylor _Coleridge_)
26) He conquered Kazan and Astrakhan beginning Russia's east expansion. His
main political accomplishment was the annihilation of the power of the boyars
and the definite establishment of the autocracy of the tsars. He was Russia's
first tsar and successor to his father Vasily III, taking control of the
government in 1544. FTP, name this man, whose name is augmented in Russian
with "Grozny."
(IVAN IV or IVAN THE TERRIBLE)

BOSTON UNIVERSITY'S TERRIER TUSSLE V
Bonus Questions by Loyola Combo. Smith, Morave
1. 30 pts
F15PE, identify the poets of the following passages.
"From childhood's hour I have not been
As others were- I have not seen
As other saw- I could not bring
My passions from a common spring-"
(Edgar Allen _Poe_)
"Welcome joy, and welcome sorrow,
Lethe's weed and Hermes' feather;
Come to-day and come to-morrow,
I do love you both together!"
(John _Keats_)
2}
20 point bonus
Identify the legal term for the stated number of points.
10: Collective term for all lawyers practicing in a particular court system.
ANSWER: BAR
15: An individual who helps another commit a crime before the fact, but who is
not present at the commision of the crime.
ANSWER: ACCESSORY
3} 25pts.
When a muscle contracts, one end of the muscle is attached to a bone that
moves, while the other end of the muscle is attached to a bone that remains
stationary. For 10 for one and 25 points for both, give the terms given to
the points where the ends of muscles attach.
A: ORIGIN and INSERTION
4} 30pts.
Name the geological fault type, 10 points each.
Rock formations pull apart suddenly, moving in an up and down fashion.
A: NORMAL fault
Rock presses together, forcing one side over another
A: THRUST
When a thrust fault doesn't break the surface, resulting in a raised hill, it
is this kind of fault.
A: BLIND THRUST
5} 30pts
30-20-10 Author from works
30:
Good As Gold (1979)
20:
Something Happened (1974)
10:
Catch-22 (1961)
ANSWER: Joseph HELLER
6)20 pt bonus

Due to a switch in the cycle there will be 3 Olympic Winter Games played this
decade. F20P all or nothing, name the three host cities.
ANSWER: _Albertville,_ France
_Lillehammer,_ Norway
_Nagano,_ Japan
7. 20pts
FTP each, answer these questions about 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea.
Who wrote the original 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea?
(Jules _ Verne_)
20,000 leagues under the sea would be equal to how many nautical miles?
(60,OOO)
***
8.

30-20-10 Name this historical figure

30 He witheld publishing The World or Treatise on Light because of Galileo's
trial in Rome.
20 In one of his best-known works, he conducts a thought experiment with a
piece of melting wax. He is a coninventor of something with Pierre de Fermat.
10 He wrote the Meditations on First Philosophy in 1640 and the Discourse on
Method in 1637, in which he presented his invention of analytic geometry.
(Rene _Descartes_)
9}
30 pt bonus
Given a pen name for an author, give the real name, FTPE.
George Orwell
Paul French
o. Henry

A: Eric Authur BLAIR
A: Issac ASI MOV
A: William Sydney PORTER

10} 30pts
Once again this year we witnessed another NFC win the Super Bowl, but can you
answer the following questions about AFC teams?
For 10 pts, which AFC team was the last to win the Super Bowl?
A: LOS ANGELES RAIDERS
For 20 pts, who was the first AFC team to win the Super Bowl?
A: BALTIMORE COLTS
11}
20 pt bonus
Given the number of sharps or flats in a major scale, give the major scale
with that key signature.
Two sharps Three flats Four sharps -

A: _D_ major
A: _E flaC major
A: _E_ major

12) 20 pt bonus
Pencil and paper ready. You will have five seconds to calculate your answer.
Letting pi equal 3, F20P what is the volume of a cylinder with a diameter of
6 and a height of 6?
Answer: 162
13) 30-20-10 Name the jazz musician by his works.
30: "Bitches Brew" (1969)
20: "Steamin'" (1956)
10: "Kind of Blue" (1959)
ANSWER: Miles DAVIS
14)
30 pt bonus
Spell the commonly misspelled words, FTPE.
chandelier
ANSWER: C - H - A - N - D - E - L - I - E - R
minuscule
ANSWER: M - I - N - U - S - C - U - L - E
soliloquy
ANSWER: S - 0 - L - I - L - 0 - Q - U - Y
15)20 point bonus
FTP name three, F20P name all four, of the countries bordering Switzerland.
**
ANSWER: AUSTRIA, FRANCE, GERMANY, ITALY
16)20 point bonus
FTP, name the film which won the 1991 Best Actor and Actress Oscars.
ANSWER: THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS
For 5 points each name the Academy Award winning actor and actress from
The Silence of the Lambs.
ANSWER: Sir Anthony HOPKINS
Jodie FOSTER
17) 25 pt bonus
Answer the following questions about the Speaker of the House.
FTP whom did Newt Gingrich replace as Speaker?
ANSWER: Thomas S. FOLEY
Before Gingrich took office the last Republican to hold the office held it
from 1953 - 1955. Name him F15P.
ANSWER: Joseph W. MARTIN Jr.
18. 25 pts. Answer these questions about the Gulf War.
In what month and year did Iraq invade Kuwait, FTP?
LAugust 1990_)
President Bush and the U.N. promised to use all necessary means to force Iraq
out of Kuwait if Saddam's troops did not leave by F15P what date?

CJanuary 15, 1991_)
19. 30pts
Answer these questions about third party candidates, FTPE.
This party, who ran Peter Cooper in 1876, was for "cheap money."
(The _Greenback_s)
Theodore Roosevelt ran in 1912 for the Progressive Party ticket, which was
also known by what zoological name?
CBull Moose_ Party)
The Socialist party ran what man for president every election year from 19001920, even though he was in jail for some of the elections?
(Eugene V. _Debs_)
20. 30pts
Given a description of a Paul Newman movie, you name the film FTPE.
Newman plays an alcoholic lawyer given one last chance to make something of
himself. Co-starring James Mason.
(The _ Verdict_)
Newman plays Luke, a prisoner on a Southern Chain gang who must
overcome subhuman conditions to survive incarceration.
CCool Hand Luke_)
Sally Field is a Miami reporter who writes a story implicating an
innocent man, Newman in a possible murder of a union leader.
CAbsence of Malice_)
21. 30pts
FTPE, given a catch phrase for a brand of beverage, you name the brand.
You thought girls were yucky once too.
CDewars_)
Its the part of your body that thinks clothes are overrated.
CMount Gay Rum_)
Slightly less mysterious than the meaning of life.
CGrand Marnier_)

***

22. 20 pts
The play Philoctetes is about a man who needs the bows and arrows of a famous
hero to win the Trojan War. FTP each, name the author of Philoctetes, and name
the hero whose weapons were needed.
CSophocles_ and _Hercules or Heracles_)
23. 30pts
FTPE, given a Disneyland attraction, tell what land it is in.
This is Disney*land*, in California.
Big Thunder Mouuntain Railroad
Pirates of the Caribbean
Enchanted Tiki Room

CFrontierland_)
CNew Orleans Square_)
CAdventureland_)

24. For ten points each, answer the following questions about villains.
His identity known only by a physically-challenged boy, this man committed a
mass of heinous murders before he was finally put to death by a silver bullet.
Give the identity of the werewolf in Stephen King's "Cycle of the Werewolf."
(Reverend _Lowe_)
In the Three Musketeers, this beautiful blonde murdered Madam
Bonacieux and her second husband, to name a few.
LMilady de Winter_}
In The Lion King, this character planned the death of his brother
Mufasa.
LScar_}
25}20pts
Given a time in a US city give the time it is in the Eastern Time Zone F5PE,
20 for all correct.
3:00; Salt Lake City, Utah
12:00; Honolulu, Hawaii
4:00; Lansing, Michigan

A: 5:00
A: 5:00
A: 4:00

